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Fig. 2: Presentation/ Masterly Lesson: applicable scales (precinct, building and compartment), actors (student/student, student/professor, student/expert) and interactions (Pairs/Uni-directional/
Interpersonal linear; Pairs/Uni-directional/Interpersonal transactional; Small group/Uni-directional/Interpersonal linear; Small group/Uni-directional/Interpersonal transactional; Medium group/Unidirectional/Interpersonal linear; Medium group/Uni-directional/Interpersonal transactional; Large group/Uni-directional/Interpersonal linear; Large group/Uni-directional/Interpersonal transactional)
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Fig. 3 Study/Tutoring: applicable scales (urban, precinct, building and compartment), actors (student/student, student/professor, student/expert) and interactions
(Pairs/Uni-directional/Interpersonal transactional; Pairs/Bi-directional/Interpersonal Interactional; Pairs/Bi-directional/Interpersonal transactional; Small group/Unidirectional/Interpersonal transactional; Small group /Bi-directional/Interpersonal Interactional; Small group /Bi-directional/Interpersonal transactional)
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LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN UNIVERSITY CONTEXT
This research examines the relationship between space and learning in university context.The research questions are focused on identifying and characterizing the spatial properties of the university learning settings, which support
and facilitate the generation, sharing and acquisition of knowledge.These interactions rely on a social and informational framework,which is expressed differently in every setting.It aims at identifying urban and architectural settings
that host knowledge acquisition and or transmission.It will offer a tool to create
or modify a setting that facilitates predetermined experiences and interactions.
This tool also enables the creation of an urban/architecture system,creating
a new sense of continuous learning place.To properly catalogue each type of
space, the developed tool scopes several thematics:scale,learning mode,acto
rs,Interaction,environmental characteristics and morphology;aiming at a succinct and structured characterization of every type of space held in two phases.The first phase comprehends the structuration of every possibly setting
within the scale,learning mode and actors criteria resulting in a tree graph.
For a proper understanding of this graph,each thematic is accurately defined.
SCALE
With the rapid changes taking place in educational ideology,and the world as
a whole,in almost every other respect the conventional classroom space and
time built for a ‘one size fits all’ model of teaching and learning has become
outdated,whether it is organized with students sitting in rows in individual
desks,facing the teacher and the blackboard,or with different seating arrangements like semi-circles or clusters.The goal of encouraging innovative teaching and learning is critical for every student and therefore for every higher
education institution.If we want to foster innovative learning we need to improve the entire student learning environment,not just classrooms and labs
where students spend a very small percentage of their learning time.
It is known that learning isn’t restricted to the classroom,informal learning
typically happens where students tend to gather:outside the classroom.The
proper design of such spaces is important(Lomas & Oblinger, 2006)and they
do not have to be necessarily inside the building or the precinct.Therefore it is
critical to analyze the university space at different scales,instead of focusing
exclusively in the classroom. The university spatial context is divided into four
different scales:urban space,precinct,building and compartment.
URBAN SPACE Urban space is the most comprehensive and broader category
of analysis.The city supports the university precinct and experiences it.Its
dynamics and experiences are evaluated regarding the effect of the university in the city and of the community in the university.Students’ integration
in the city and in its community prepare them for their working(and more
collaborative (Bickford & Wright, 2006))life,typically in office environments.
The city itself,an urban structure,may be a case study,for it is composed by
studiable elements.These elements are very diffuse and broad such as:the
history of the village and its inhabitants,urban planning,architecture,constru
ction systems,the road network system,ecosystems,the society that inhabits
it,the pieces of art that decorate it,etc..
PRECINCT This category concerns the analysis of the university space.The
precinct contains the grounds that the institution has/uses for their activities.
These activities include learning,researching,working and living.It comprises
constructed and not constructed spaces.Outdoor spaces such as gardens or sacred spaces and buildings themselves are included in this category,regardless
of their academic nature.
BUILDING The building category comprises the analysis of built spaces. The
analysis focuses in the building:partially or as a whole.
COMPARTMENT The compartment category is seen as an enclosed space within a larger closed space. The compartment is the elementary cell of analysis.
The size of this type of spaces varies. It can range from the niche or recess

in the corridor, to the amphitheatre, study room or library.
Each scale can have different types of interaction and knowledge transmission.
LEARNING MODES
Learning is continuous and cumulative(OECD,2007:215)and,nowadays,can
be defined as“a change in the efficiency or use of basic cognitive processes, both conscious and unconscious, that promote more effective problem
solving and performance in the tasks of everyday life”(OECD,2007:212).“
Motivation has a pivotal role in the success of learning,especially intrinsic
motivation.”(OECD,2007:27)
Based on several learning types,typically practiced in university context,ten
learning categories were outlined,in order to classify each space.These
categories may contain several learning types.The learning categories
are:presentations/masterly
lesson,seminar,brainstorming,study/tutoring,
simulation/office practice/in situ,distance/mobile,arts/contemplative and
social/community service.
PRESENTATIONS / MASTERLY LESSON A presentation is defined as a lecture
given by a speaker on a specified subject for an audience. Typically there
is no feedback from the audience. The masterly lesson is a type of presentation. It is formal, expository and usually taught by a professor (Matos
1999:37-46). It is based on deductive methods of teaching and learning
(Alegre, 2009:36).
SEMINAR The seminar class is a discussion group, which debates a topic per
session. It is usually moderated and each seminar participant is an active
participant in the featured discussion.
BRAINSTORMING A brainstorming session consists on a group session, in a
relaxed environment, aiming at creating new, innovative and creative ideas
or concepts. The core concept is that the joint effort of the group is more
effective than an individual(Osborn, 1953).
STUDY/TUTORING Study sessions can take place individually or within a
group.Reading a book,solving an exercise or playing the cello can be defined
as studying.When,amongst the group,one assumes the leading role and explains one’s peer(s)the subject,one is tutoring his peer(s).Tutoring promotes
socialization and requires a clear and objective organization and transmission of knowledge(Walberg and Paik 1999).
SIMULATION/OFFICE PRACTICE/IN SITU This type of setting is functionally identical to the one in real life. This learning mode is very effective, for
it prepares the student for his future career practice. Usually students are
very enthusiastic, for they can anticipate their future profession with real
life practice.
DISTANCE/MOBILE The massification of such mobile devices and the mandatory wireless connection enables the access and sharing of information in
any location(Gurr 2008),reducing the dependence of learning over time and
space.
ARTS/CONTEMPLATIVE Several art types, like painting, sculpture, music,
etc., may enhance and enable knowledge acquisition in other scientific domains, thus improving knowledge transfer. Moreover trough contemplation
one can absorb the intrinsic value of the piece. Almost anything can be
contemplated: a mechanical engineer can contemplate a garbage truck, an
architect can contemplate the town’s square, an anthropologist can contemplate people’s interactions, etc..
SOCIAL/COMMUNITY SERVICE Furthermore, the university has a public service mission, which comprises the engagement of the institution with its surroundings: whether through strategic entrepreneurial or social connections.
Social interaction is a key aspect in the acquisition and transmission of information. Informal, student centred learning, encourages critical thinking,

communication, teamwork and collaboration (Fisher 2007b). Active learning
environments support this non-scheduled knowledge sharing and acquisition.
ACTORS
The Actor-Network Theory (ANT) is a sociological theory that states that, in
a network, the actors are not only people, but also objects and organizations
(Latour, Callon, & Law, 2005). Based on ANT the users of the university space
were characterized in four types: Professor, Expert, Student and Object.
PROFESSOR The professor is a member of the university staff that addresses
the student.
EXPERT The non-teaching staff, researchers or knowledgeable professionals
that, due to their practical and tacit knowledge, contribute to the students’
learning and knowledge acquisition are categorized as expert.
STUDENT The student is a person that learns. According to this analysis, in
certain occasions, the Full Professor himself can be characterized as a student.
OBJECT Certain objects have an active role in the diffusion and transmission of
knowledge. This category can include art pieces, a coffee machine, work tools,
artifacts, exhibitions, architectural objects or the urban space itself.
INTERACTION
Communication is a social activity (Emmitt & Gorse, 2003:27). We communicate and interact even when we are not speaking (Goffman, 1967:1).“Any act
or event that a person perceives can be deemed to be an act of communication. It may be information gained from verbal and non-verbal information,
body language, facial expression, touch and olfactory information from our
immediate environment that is made manifest and therefore has meaning.”
(Emmitt & Gorse, 2003:24) Knowledge transmission implies the spontaneous
involvement of the participants and their visual and hearing attention must be
focused and kept (Goffman,1967:123-4 and 134).
According to Emmitt & Gorse (2003:45) there are several levels of communication, depending on the involved people(1)Intrapersonal: the cognitive
process, in which the individual builds their knowledge,(2)Interpersonal: the
individual work together for a common goal, creating affection and friendship
bonds. Can be subdivided into three groups(Emmitt & Gorse, 2003:48):(1)
Linear:the focus is on how the message is transmitted, not the receiver’s reaction,(2) Interactional: the concept of return is introduced and (3) Transaction: the content of information transmitted can vary as the transmitter of the
receiver evaluates the reaction.
In order to categorize the interaction in the university context several criteria
are addressed. The global analysis will consider the number of participants,
knowledge transfer and levels of communication(Emmitt & Gorse, 2003).
The application of these criteria generates a tree graph with every possible
interaction solutions(See Fig. 1).Subsequently in a posterior, detailed and incisive analysis the communication type, territory, courtesy rules and dominant
social profiles criteria are applied.
There is often a communication type differentiation of informal or backstage
language and staging language. Backstage language presupposes a familiarity and ease, where the actors feel uninhibited.Staging language is the
opposite:formal, assuming the intimacy as lack of respect(Goffman, 1959:154).
Staging language is typically used in masterly lessons.Backstage language is
commonly used among professor and their peers(Goffman, 1959:208-209).
COMMUNICATION TYPE:Formal language and Informal language.
Spaces can be characterized regarding to the practiced personal distances.
Our wellbeing depends on the type of territorial transgressions:the
invasion(when one enters a territory with the intention of the control),rape
(temporary intentional or accidental invasion)and contamination(deliberately
leaving something on other people’s territory)(Gifford apud Oliver, 2002:150).
In this context,privacy is the selective control of access to you or your group

(Altman apud Oliver, 2002:180).
Several authors have classified personal distances areas; we highlight Hall’s
proxemics areas(Hall, 1966)and Altman apud(Oliver, 2002)territory categories: primary, secondary and public. Territory: Primary; Secondary and Pubic
Good manners and public order rules are usually symmetrical. However, certain
contexts(such as the University) have asymmetric rules (Goffman 1967:53).
COURTESY RULES (Goffman 1967:53): Symmetric and Asymmetric
The demographic(gender, age, race)and psychological(personality,learning
style)characteristics of the user predict the environmental characteristics
(Strange & Banning, 2001:4-5).Typically,each precinct has a dominant group,
with its own culture, ethnicity and age. Subsequently the precinct will attract
people, which identify themselves with these same dominant characteristics
and their attitudes and expectations towards the space will be similar(Strange
& Banning, 2001:6).SOCIAL PROFILES(Loureiro,nd):Analyst;Practical;Suppor
ter and Sociable.
Further on, in the second phase, each entry of Fig.1 will have a correspondent characterization sheet with a more concrete analysis of each space and
actual examples. This analysis comprises an objective investigation, based on
the interaction modes, environmental characteristics of the spaces and the
morphology criteria. Each sheet will have practical examples and guidelines
for the creation or adaptation of such spaces.
CONCLUSIONS
University learning environments have a great impact on the city landscape
and their community. The proper design of such facilities enables the synergies of the academic’s and city’s communities.
This characterization tool can help future land developers and city planners to
contemplate such learning friendly environments. These spaces will provide
urban cohesion in an urban and academic setting, enabling the expected collaboration between these institutions and their surroundings.
The ultimate goal of this research is to inspire universities to foster diverse
learning experiences to their students by incorporating new settings, promoting synergies with the city and thus improving their competitiveness.
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